The results of this study suggest that information derived from kinesthetic inputs alone is not normally used to generate an estimate of the location of the hand in extrapersonal space. This finding provides support for the interpretation of previous results suggesting that a representation of a visual target in extrapersonal space must be transformed into a kinesthetic reference frame before the parameters of a targeted arm movement can be computed (Soechting and Flanders, 1989b) . We asked subjects to use a pointer to indicate the spatial location of their hand following an unseen passive displacement.
We found that subjects had large errors in the locations that they chose and that there was a large degree of variability for repeated trials with the same hand location. The errors were a result neither of using the pointer to indicate a spatial locus nor of an inability to make use of kinesthetic information. Instead, the errors resulted from an inability of subjects to synthesize an estimate of the hand's spatial location from only kinesthetic cues. We also asked subjects to use the pointer to indicate the location of their hand following a passive displacement when they had visual information about the passive displacement. In this case, we found that subjects performed better than when they had only kinesthetic information, but not as well as when they had only visual information about target location. This finding suggests that kinesthetic information about target location affects the processing of visual information.
In order to understand the generation of arm movements, it is important to establish the types of computations involved in specifying movement parameters and to identify the coordinate frames in which those computations are carried out. When information from several sensory modalities is to be involved in those computations, it becomes important to put information from different modalities into a common coordinate frame. One possible use that can then be made of these sources of information is a comparison between the goal of an arm movement and the current state of the arm. For the simple task of moving to a stationary target, this computation of "motor error" may be a comparison between the current end point of the arm (the hand) in space and the desired end point. In fact, data from the primary motor cortex suggest that motor error is encoded as the desired direction of the hand's movement in space (Geor-gopoulos et al., 1988) . This hand-centered representation of movement direction provides a constraint on the computation of motor error that leads to arm movement.
In the case where the hand is not in view at the initiation of the movement, the location of the hand must be given by kinesthetic inputs. These inputs, however, are encoded in a reference frame quite distinct from the reference frame in which the visual target is initially encoded. The question then arises: In what reference frame are the current and desired hand locations compared?
We have used a simple task to study the computations that lead to the final representation of movement parameters (Soechting and Flanders, 1989a, b; Flanders and Soechting, 1990; . The task is a movement of the arm to the remembered location of a visually specified target (a virtual target). In most cases, the movements were performed in the dark. Therefore, if sensory information about arm position were to be used in the computation of movement parameters, that information would likely come from kinesthesis. The initial finding of the experiments was that the desired position of the arm, described as the arm segment orientation angles, was determined by a simple set of linear relations to target location, as specified in spherical coordinates from the shoulder (Soechting and Flanders, 1989b) .
In order to explain this finding and place it into the context of existing neurophysiological data, we proposed a model of the computational steps involved . The basic elements of the model are stages that convert a target, specified initially by the visual system, to a motor error signal consistent with the tuning characteristics of motor cortical neurons. Specifically, a target that is initially represented in a retinotopic frame is stabilized to a head-centered frame of reference and then shifted to a shoulder-centered frame of reference. The shoulder-centered target representation is then transformed into a set of desired arm orientation angles. According to the model, this set of desired orientation angles is compared with the actual arm orientation, giving rise to the motor error signal. In other words, the model postulates that the target representation is converted into a coordinate frame identical to the coordinate frame for the encoding of kinesthetic parameters, and in this reference frame, the motor error is computed.
Assuming that motor error is computed in a common frame, there is at least one obvious alternative to the use of arm segment orientations. Instead ofcomputations performed in a kinesthetic reference frame (arm orientation), it is possible that kinesthetic information is converted into a reference frame more similar to the visual reference frame in which target location is initially represented (position of the hand in space). In this case, motor error could be computed in a spatial reference frame. If this were the case, then it should be possible to synthesize an estimate of the spatial location of the hand using only kinesthetic cues. In the experiments described in this paper, we examined this question by asking subjects to estimate the locations of their hand following passive displacements of the arm.
Because kinesthetic inputs provide information more directly related to the orientation of the arm (joint angles, muscle length, etc.), the end point (hand location) of the arm would need to be comnuted. We hvnothesized that subjects might estimate the location of their hand in space using a-mapping from a coordinate system based on the orientation of the arms to a coordinate system based on locations in extrapersonal space. We also hypothesized that subjects would compute the end point of the arm by reversing the linear transformation used to compute a desired arm orientation from a shoulder-centered target representation (Soechting and Flanders, 1989b) . Contrary to these hypotheses, we found that subjects were unable to synthesize a reliable estimate of the locations of their hands in space using only kinesthetic cues, and that the estimates that they provided were not reversals of the previously described transformation. We also found that they were able to reliably reproduce the arm segment orientations of their passively displaced arms. These results provide support for the computational model described above.
right hand. The subjects were given no further instructions as to the use of the pointer and were free to use any movements they felt necessary to place the tip of the pointer at the target location (including adjusting the location of their grasp on the pointer).
Virtual target, pointer (V7'). The following control experiment was performed to test the reliability with which the subjects could indicate a visually specified target in space using the pointer. (We had previously determined the reliability with which subjects could indicate a point in space using the right arm; Soechting and Flanders, 1989a .) A visual target, which was a small stylus held by the experimenter, was briefly oresented to the subiect. The subject was then asked to use the pointer io indicate the loca<on of the target.
Match end ooint. oointer: lifht IME.ltl. To see whether vision or kinesthesia predominated in determining the location of the hand in space, the ME,dk experiment was repeated, but with the lights turned on throughout the experiment so that the subjects could see the location of their passively displaced hands.
Data acquisition
At least 70 trials were given to each subject under each condition, with phones situated on the comers of a 1.5 x 1.5 m square. Time for the the target locations varying randomly from trial to trial. Five subjects sound to reach each of the microphones was converted to distance, and participated in the study, with 4 subjects being used for each of the the location of each of the emitters was calculated trigonometrically.
conditions reported here. Target location and arm orientation were monitored with an ultrasonic system (Graf-Pen GP8-3D, Science Accessories). The source for the ultrasound was a small stylus-shaped emitter. Emitters were located at the shoulder, elbow, and wrist to monitor arm position. In addition, a fourth emitter was held either by the experimenter during the presentation of visual targets or by the subject during the presentation of kinesthetic targets and during the movements. The location of the emitters was monitored bv 4 micro-
Materials and Methods

Tasks
We presented subjects with targets at random locations throughout their workspace. The targets were either presented visually by the experimenter or kinesthetically by passively displacing the subjects' arms. After a brief interval, the subjects were asked to perform a movement to indicate the taraet's remembered location. "Target end point" was defined as either the location of the index finger in the passive displacements or the location of the visually presented target. The "movement end point" was taken to be either the end of a pointer used by the subjects to indicate the target location or the location of the index finger after an active arm movement.
With this system, the location of each stylus could be determined at a resolution of 0.1 mm anywhere within a cube -1.5 m on a side.
Data analysis Arm orientations were represented as shown in Figure IA . The coordinate system shown has been demonstrated psychophysically to be the preferred one for the perception of arm orientation (Soechting and Ross, 1984) . The 4 angles are the elevation (angle relative to a vertical axis) of the upper (0) and lower (/3) arms and yaw (angle relative to a sagittal plane) of the upper (7) and lower (CX) arms. There were 4 experimental conditions: Match passive (MP). This experiment was designed to assess the ability of subjects to make use of kinesthetic information arising from passively imposed movements.' The experimenter passively displaced the subject's right arm in the dark. After being held briefly in position, the arm was returned to the subject's side. The subject was then asked to move the arm to the same target end point. No further instructions were given as to the aspect of the passive displacement that the subjects were supposed to reproduce.
Two alternative strategies exist for the performance of this task: Subjects could attempt to reproduce the end point or to match the arm orientations of the passive displacement. To distinguish between these 2 possibilities, we performed the following experiment in which the subjects were forced to match the end point of the passive displacement Target and movement end-point locations were represented in spherical coordinates relative to the shoulder (Fig. 1B) . In this case, the parameters are distance (R), azimuth (x, angle relative to a sagittal plane), and elevation (#, angle relative to a horizontal plane).
End-point data were analyzed with multivariate linear regression methods as described by Johnson and Wichem (1982) . Linear, quadratic, and cubic equations were constructed to describe each of the parameters of the subjects' movements as a function of the target parameters. The analysis led to equations of the following form, where a T subscript indicates a target parameter and an M subscript indicates a movement parameter: X, = a, + a& + azx7 + a,tL, (linear), alone.
Match endpoint, pointer; dark (ME,dk). This experiment was designed to determine whether subjects were able to estimate their hand's location in extrapersonal space based upon kinesthetic information. The exper-X, = (linear form) + b,RT2 + b,R,x, + ..'
(quadratic), (1) imenter-passively-displaced the subject's right arm in the dark. After returning the arm to the rest position, the lights were turned on, and the subiect was asked to indicate the end point of the passive movement with the tip of a pointer (about 1 m in length) that was grasped in the X, = (quadratic form) + c,&~ + c,,R,~x, +..,+c Rx# 19 r T T (cubic). These equations were generated for R,, xU, and 6,. The 95% confidence intervals were computed for each of the 20 possible parameters in the cubic equations. Those parameters for which the interval did not include 0 were used to describe the performance of the subjects and are referred to as the "best-fit equations."
To test the hypothesis that subjects performed the MP task by matching the arm orientation angles of the passive displacement, regression analyses were also performed on the arm orientation angles using the singular value decomposition method as described by Press et al. (1988) . The orientation angles chosen by the subject were related to the angles I It has been shown that subjects perform better in matching paradigms when target movements are actively performed than when the target movements are passively imposed (see especially Paillard and Brouchon, 1968) . We used the MP experiment as a control that allowed us to make all of our comparisons between passive conditions. While there may be improved performance on the tasks under active conditions, there is no reason to expect that those improvements would be substantially greater for the ME,dk task than for the MP task. In this case, X represents 1 of the 4 arm orientation parameters (q,,,, 8,,,, cy,,, 0,) . Again, best-fit equations were constructed, as described above, that contained only those parameters that contributed significantly to the fit. As discussed earlier, when subjects are asked to move their arms to a visually presented target, the orientation that they choose for their arm segments is given by a simple linear combination of the parameters defining target location relative to the shoulder (Soechting and Flanders, 1989b) . One possibility in performing the ME,dk task is that the subjects would simply reverse that linear transformation to give a spatial representation of their hand's location by a simple combination of the parameters defining arm orientation. To test this possibility, we also performed regression analyses to relate the end point chosen by the subjects in the ME,dk condition to the orientation angles ofthe passively displaced arm. This resulted in equations of the same form as Equation (2), but instead gave the end-point parameters chosen by the subject in terms of the passively displaced segment orientation angles.
These regression analyses were performed on the data from each of the subjects. In addition, in order to identify performance characteristics common across the subjects, we pooled the data from all the subjects under each condition and performed regressions on these pooled data.
The results of the analyses are presented in 2 ways. The best-fit equations are used to present the consistent aspects of the subjects' performance, and the difference between these equations and perfect performance will be referred to as "constant error." This term is chosen to reflect the fact that any consistent errors made by the subjects are described by the regression equations. To establish the variability in performance, variable error (EY) was computed for each parameter as follows:
where X is either an end-point parameter or an arm orientation angle.
In addition, a total variable error (E,,,) was computed for the end points: where x, y, and z are end-point locations in Cartesian coordinates. E,,, provides a measure of the mean distance between the locations chosen by the subject and the locations predicted by the fit.
Results
Two aspects of performance will be presented in this paper: constant error and variable error. As discussed in Materials and Methods, constant error represents the aspects of performance that were consistent from trial to trial, and variable error is a measure of the random variability in performance from trial to trial. Two central findings are reported in this paper: (1) The performance in the MP condition could be accounted for by assuming that the subjects attempted to match the arm orientation of the passive displacement rather than its end point, and (2) that the subjects were unable to reliably identify the spatial location of their hands based on kinesthetic cues alone.
Variable error
The variable error is presented in Figure 2 . For each subject and experimental condition, we computed the variable error using Equation 3. In Figure 2 , we show the average value of this measure for the 4 subjects. We did an ANOVA across these 4 conditions plus a fifth condition, which was a pointing movement of the arm to a visually presented target. The results showed significant effects (p < 0.01) in all of the measures of variable error shown in Figure 2 : E,, F(4, 19) = 7.56; E,, F(4, 19) = 4.97; E,, F(4, 19) = 9.73; ET,,,, F(4, 19) = 8.20. Multiple comparisons were performed with the Bonferroni t test, with t adjusted for the number of comparisons, and are reported as significant if conditions for p < 0.05 were satisfied.
Our experimental conditions required subjects to use 2 sensory modalities to locate the target: visual (VT), kinesthetic (ME,dk and MP), or both (ME,lt). Two different kinds of movements were used to assess performance: the arm (MP) or a pointer (VT and ME). Variable errors for the movement of a pointer to a virtual target (VT) were comparable to those found previously when subjects used arm movements to indicate virtual targets (Soechting and Flanders, 1989a) . Therefore, irrespective of whether subjects used a pointer or their arms, variable errors in different experimental conditions can be used to assess the ability to synthesize the location of a point in space using visual or kinesthetic information.
For the total variable error (root mean square distance between locations predicted by best-fit equations and locations actually chosen by the subject), the only significant differences found were between the ME,dk and the 4 other conditions (VT, MP, and ME&t, as shown in Fig. 2 , and also a virtual target, arm condition, which is not shown). The variable error in elevation was higher for both the ME,dk and the MP conditions than for the VT condition and was higher for ME,dk than for ME,lt. The variable errors for distance were higher for the ME,dk condition than for the MP condition. Variable errors in azimuth were higher for the ME,dk condition than for both the VT condition and the virtual target, arm condition (not shown). When asked to indicate the location in space of their hands based only on kinesthetic cues (ME,dk), the performance of the subjects showed a greater degree of variability from trial to trial than in any of the other conditions.
Matching passive movement
The constant error in the passive matching condition is shown for the 3 end-point parameters in Figure 3 . It was computed using data pooled from all 4 subjects. The horizontal axes of the plots are the target parameters. The vertical axes give the movement parameter values predicted by the best-fit equations for the individual trials, and the deviation from the 45" line represents constant error. Three aspects of the data stand out: First, the relations between the target parameters and the location predicted by the best-fit equations were close to linear. Second, the data were very close the 45" lines on these plots over most of the range of target locations. Last, the vertical scatter in Figure 3 is quite small (e.g., cf. Fig. 6 ). (Vertical scatter on these plots results when one of the movement parameters is reliably determined by more than 1 parameter describing target location, e.g., when the movement elevation chosen depends on the target's azimuth and/or distance as well as on the target elevation). Consistent with these 3 aspects of the plots, the mean distance between the locations predicted by the best-fit equations and the target positions was low (4.75 f 0.66 cm, mean + SE for 4 subjects, compared to 5.62 + 0.97 cm for the VT condition) and did not depend on the location in the workspace.
In Figure 4 , we show the results for the same set of experiments when the pooled data are represented in arm orientation space. In this case, the orientation parameters showed a greater degree of scatter about the 45" line. Elevation (deg) Figure 4 . Constant error for the MP condition represented in arm orientation coordinates for data pooled from 4 subjects. The data for the MP condition showed more scatter when represented in arm orientation coordinates 1 than in end-point coordinates. Presen--200 -100 0 100 tation format is as in Figure 3 .
Yaw 0%) 0 60 120 180 Elevation (deg) defining the locations chosen by the subjects showed a greater degree of dependence on the values of the other parameters defining arm orientation.
Because this task could be performed with 1 of 2 distinct strategies (match the end point or match the orientation angles), we compared the variable errors resulting from the fit to the end point to the variable errors resulting from the fit to the orientation angles. As shown in Figure 5 , we found that the variable error in the segment orientation representation seemed to be larger than the error for the same condition in end-point coordinates.
In this figure, we show the variable error at the wrist instead of at the end point (for reasons to be explained shortly.) It can be seen by comparing Figure 5 with Figure 2 , where the variable error is shown at the end point (fingertip), that the 2 measures give comparable results. The close similarity of these 2 measures also shows that the subjects used primarily their proximal joints to perform this task: Potential wrist movements did not appreciably affect the variable error.
The larger variable error in orientation angles together with the increased scatter shown in Figure 4 suggest the possibility that, in the passive matching condition, subjects attempted to match the end-point position rather than the orientation angle parameters. This might be possible if the subjects, for example, changed joint angles in a way that allowed them to put their index fingers at the target location using an arm configuration different from the configuration imposed by the passive displacement. Because of the complicated geometry of arm movements, however, it is difficult to predict the relationship between variability in orientation coordinates and variability in endpoint coordinates.
To determine whether the variability in the end point was less than the variability predicted by the segment orientation angles, we performed a simulation. For each of the 4 subjects, we took the passively displaced arm positions and used the bestfit equations of form (2) from that subject to generate a predicted set of orientation angles. To each of the simulated segment orientation parameters, we added random noise from a gaussian distribution with an SD equal to the variable error for that subject, parameter, and condition (i.e., we assumed that the 8 6 variable errors in the segment orientation angles were independent, contrary to what the case would be if the subjects were matching the end point). We also computed the lengths of the 2 arm segments from the locations of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist. From the new set of orientation angles with random noise added, we reconstructed a wrist position. Because our data did not include the angles of the wrist, we were unable to reconstruct the actual end point. Therefore, we compared the positions of the wrist from the MP data set with those predicted by the simulation. We made this comparison by performing regression analyses, with the end point defined as the wrist positions, for the data from both the MP condition and the simulation. These regressions gave, for each case (MP condition and simulated wrist positions), a set of equations relating the location of the chosen end point to the target end point. The variability in performance not accounted for in these 2 sets of analyses is shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that the variability in matching the arm segment orientation angles almost exactly accounted for the variability in the end-point position. Therefore, the performance of the subjects on this task can be explained by assuming that their strategy was one of matching the arm orientation angles of the passive displacement.
Match end point (pointer, dark) As we have already shown, when subjects were asked to use the pointer to indicate the end point of an unseen passive movement, there was a significant increase in the variability of performance (Fig. 2) . As shown in Figure 6 , the constant error in indicating the end point was also large. Because of the scatter in the best-fit data, it is apparent that the location chosen by the subjects was not simply related to the target parameters (see Fig. 3 for comparison) . In particular, the data for movement distance and elevation both show a dependence on other target parameters (vertical scatter in the plots). Thus, in addition to a Match Endpoint, Pointer Distance (cm) Azimuth (deg) Elevation (de& Figure 6 . Constant error for the ME,dk condition for pooled data from 4 subjects. Estimates of the spatial locus of the hand from kinesthetic information showed both marked deviations from linearity and a strong dependence on the location in the work space. Presentation format is as in Figure 3 .
Virtual Target, Pointer Figure 7 . Perspective plots of constant error for 3 subjects in the VT condition. Performance in the VT task showed small constant error and high consistency between subjects. To the upper left is shown the representation of space in these plots for a perfect performance.
large amount of variability from trial to trial in each of the parameters specifying end-point location (Fig. 2) Figure 6 illustrates that the distance between the end point predicted by the best-fit equations and the target location was increased over MP (8.37 f 1.17 cm, mean + SE for 4 subjects) and was dependent on the location of the target in the work space. Furthermore, for the ME,dk condition, the performance in terms of constant error varied substantially among subjects in the performance of the task. To demonstrate the extent of this variability, we show in the perspective plots in Figures 7 and 8 the distribution throughout the work space of the end points chosen by the subjects. The grid to the upper left in Figure 7 , labeled "Target," shows the way the target space is represented in these grids. The grid is a view from behind the right shoulder and forms that portion of a sphere that constitutes the subject's work space. Four vertical planes indicate constant azimuth at Match Endpoint, Pointer Figure 8 . Perspective plots of constant error for 4 subjects in the ME,dk condition. Performance in the ME,dk task resulted in large constant error and low consistency between subjects. Plots from the 3 subjects shown in Figure 7 are shown in corresponding panels in this figure.
-45", -15", 15", and 45" medial to lateral. Four planes perpendicular to the azimuth planes indicate constant elevation at the same angles, and 3 surfaces indicate constant distance at 30, 50, and 70 cm. The other grids in Figures 7 and 8 are constructed from the best-fit equations representing the performance of individual subjects. "Performance" grids from 3 representative subjects from the VT condition are shown in Figure 7 . These 3 grids are presented as an example of a performance with low variability among subjects.
In Figure 8 , we present the grids from the ME,dk condition. Three of the grids from the same subjects depicted in Figure 7 are presented at corresponding positions in Figure 8 . Two aspects of these grids can be noted: First, there is a marked distortion in every grid. Second, the actual nature of the distortion varies considerably among the 4 subjects. Each of the subjects adopted a different means of estimating the end-point location of their passively displaced arm. It has previously been shown that pointing movements are accomplished by an approximation in which the orientation angles of the arm are linearly derived from target parameters (Soechting and Flanders, 1989b) . It seemed possible that subjects would be able to invert the same transformation to derive the location of the hand in space from the orientation of the arm. The transformation described in Soechting and Flanders (1989b) provides a unique mapping from a 3-D space (target location in spherical coordinates) to a 4-D space (the 4 arm orientation angles). By including the constant offset coefficients from the original equations (cf. Soechting and Flanders, 1989b) , the transformation matrix is converted from a 3 x 4 matrix into a 4 x 4 matrix that can be inverted. This addition results in a constraining equation, which is given as 3.1 '), -2.5 a, = 100. The actual coefficients derived from the experimental data are presented in Table 1 . In this table, it can be seen that the intersubject variability in the linear fit was substantial, and that in several instances, the averaged coefficients are substantially different (by as much as a factor of 2) from those predicted by the inverse transformation. Furthermore, subjects make errors in the distance of pointing movements, pointing consistently to locations closer than the actual target location (Soechting and Flanders, 1989a) . If subjects used the inverse transformation in the ME,dk task, then they should indicate a spatial location farther from their shoulder than their actual hand location. Figure 6 shows that this was not the case. Once again, subjects did not point far enough. These findings suggest that the subjects did not perform this task by simply inverting the linear transformation described previously.
Match end point (pointer, light)
As shown in Figure 2 , the variable errors for the last condition (MEJt) were not significantly different from the errors for the VT condition. The mean distance between the end point predicted by the best-fit equations and the target locations, however, was intermediate to the ME,dk and the VT conditions (6.77 t 0.49 cm averaged across the 4 subjects). Allowing the use ofvision in this task improved the reliability ofperformance. The locations that were chosen by the subjects, however, were not as close to the target locations as the end points chosen when they used the pointer to indicate a target for which only visual information was given (VT condition).
Discussion
In order to determine the coordinate frame in which information from visual and kinesthetic systems can be combined, we asked subjects to perform 1 of 2 movements to indicate the location of their hands following an unseen passive displacement. When we asked subjects to use a movement of the arm that had been passively displaced, the subjects were able to reliably indicate the location of their hands. When we asked the subjects to use a pointer to indicate the spatial location of their hands following the passive displacement, however, the subjects were unable to reliably indicate this location. We showed that the errors in performance in the latter task were not simply due to the use of a pointer to indicate a spatial target. The subjects could use the pointer to indicate a visually specified target as well as they could use their arms to indicate a visually specified target. Nor were the errors due to a lack of kinesthetic information, as shown in the MP condition. Instead, the results suggest that the errors in performance occurred because subjects had difficulties in using kinesthetic information to synthesizea spatial representation of the hand's location.
While the MP experiment showed that subjects were able to make good use of kinesthetic information to position their arms in space, the experimental design contained an ambiguity. In performing this task, the subjects could have been simply matching the spatial orientation of their upper arms and forearms, or they could have been more attentive to the location of their hands following the passive displacement. Simulations showed that the performance of subjects on this task could be readily accounted for by assuming that the subjects matched the arm orientation angles of the passive displacement.
These data suggest that kinesthetic information is most readily utilized when it is represented in arm orientation parameters. This is consistent with the model described in the introductory remarks. The model suggests that, when kinesthetic information is used in the computation of movement parameters, the computations are performed in a coordinate system based on arm orientation parameters Flanders, Helms Tillery, and Soechting, unpublished observations) . This lends support to the interpretation of Soechting and Flanders (1989a, b) that subjects transformed a visual representation of target location into a representation of the arm segment orientations that would place the hand near the target. The suggestion is that those transformations are performed in order to represent visually derived information in a kinesthetic reference frame. Once the visually and kinesthetically derived information is represented in this common frame, the motor error signal that will give rise to an arm movement can be computed.
While the model aids in the interpretation of a number of psychophysical and neurophysiological results, we do not intend to suggest that each of the representations and computations described are comprised of discrete entities in the CNS. Instead, we view the representations as occurring on a continuum from a visual reference frame to a kinesthetic reference frame. Furthermore, we believe that information derived from each of the sensory modalities interacts at a number of levels and can have an impact on computations that, a priori, require input from no more than a single sensory modality. An interaction of visual and kinesthetic information is illustrated by the results of the final experiment.
When we allowed subjects to see the passive displacement of their arms and then asked them to indicate with the pointer the location of their hands, the variability in their performance decreased to levels comparable to the VT condition. The mean distance between the target location and the location predicted by the best-fit equations, however, did not return to the values found in the VT condition. When vision of the passively dis-placed arm was available, the reliability of performance increased, but the locations chosen were still in error. This indicates that, even though kinesthetic information does not provide a good estimate of the hand's spatial location, it nonetheless is not discarded by the CNS when it is available. This type of interaction between sensory modalities has been shown for a number of systems. For example, it has been shown that visual information affects the processing of inputs from both auditory (Held, 1955; Kalil and Freedman, 1967; Knudsen and Knudsen, 1985; Jay and Sparks, 1987) and somatosensory (Harris, 1965; Craske, 1975; Posner et al., 1976; Lackner, 198 1) modalities. It may, in part, serve to calibrate those systems for spatial localization (McCloskey, 1978; Knudsen and Knudsen, 1989) and can alter perception derived from those modalities. Our last finding suggests, conversely, that kinesthetic information also affects the visual representation of a spatial location, even though the information provided by the kinesthetic system is not reliable. Therefore, while the model provides a framework in which to think about the processes involved in this task, it cannot be assumed that the modules and computations described are independent entities.
